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Mammalian Synthetic Biology in the Age of Genome Editing and 
Personalized Medicine

Patrick Ho and Yvonne Y. Chen
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, University of California - Los Angeles, 
420 Westwood Plaza, Boelter Hall 5531, Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA

Abstract

The recent expansion of molecular tool kits has propelled synthetic biology toward the design of 

increasingly sophisticated mammalian systems. Specifically, advances in genome editing, protein 

engineering, and circuitry design have enabled the programming of cells for diverse applications, 

including regenerative medicine and cancer immunotherapy. The ease with which molecular and 

cellular interactions can be harnessed promises to yield novel approaches to elucidate genetic 

interactions, program cellular functions, and design therapeutic interventions. Here, we review 

recent advancements in the development of enabling technologies and the practical applications of 

mammalian synthetic biology.

Graphical abstract

Introduction

Synthetic biology is an interdisciplinary field founded on the application of engineering 

principles to biology, with the aim of advancing our ability to decode and reprogram living 
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systems with diverse behaviors and functions. While early efforts primarily focused on the 

development of transcription-based circuits in bacteria [1,2], recent confluence of powerful 

tools in genome editing, protein engineering, and genetic circuitry design has enabled the 

engineering of sophisticated mammalian systems and substantive progress toward 

applications in health and medicine [3,4]. Here, we review the expansion of the mammalian 

synthetic biology toolbox, as well as how these technologies are being leveraged to yield 

novel approaches to study cell biology and design personalized therapeutics.

Adapting Genome-Editing Tools for Mammalian Synthetic Biology

Since its inception, synthetic biology has enabled researchers to understand and engineer 

increasingly complex systems by enhancing our ability to interrogate, modulate, and 

reprogram biological functions. Increasingly, genome-editing tools have been used to not 

only modify chromosomal makeup, but also regulate the expression of both endogenous and 

transgenic genes. Leading technologies for genome editing include zinc-finger nucleases 

(ZFNs) [5], transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) [6], and clustered 

regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated protein 9 

(Cas9) [7]. Unlike viral gene-delivery platforms that result in non-site-specific insertion, 

ZFNs, TALENs, and CRISPR/Cas9 can introduce site-specific gene modifications by 

cleaving genomic DNA at specific target loci [8]. In mammalian cells, these double-stranded 

breaks are typically repaired through error-prone non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) to 

generate frame-shift insertions and deletions (indels), thus disrupting target gene expression 

[9]. By supplying a homology-directed repair (HDR) template, sequence-defined 

modifications can also be made with single base-pair resolution [10]. Recent investigations 

have focused on improving the efficiency of HDR in human cells, particularly through the 

use of small-molecule inhibitors or RNAi to suppress key enzymes involved in NHEJ-

mediated DNA repair [9,11,12].

Among the three main genome-editing tools, CRISPR/Cas9 has become the undisputed 

favorite in recent years due to its high efficiency and ease of use. Although ZFNs and 

TALENs were developed earlier than CRISPR/Cas9, both of these methods rely on protein-

DNA interactions that require new ZF and TALE proteins to be designed and optimized for 

each DNA target, thus creating barriers to their widespread use [13]. In contrast, CRISPR/

Cas9 complexes are targeted to DNA via Watson-Crick base-pairing between a single guide 

RNA (sgRNA) and the target DNA sequence [14–16]. The ease with which sgRNAs can be 

designed and introduced into cells has enabled the engineering of CRISPR/Cas9 as highly 

predictable and easily multiplexed DNA-binding modules for transcriptional control [17,18] 

(Figure 1). Numerous web-based sgRNA design algorithms have facilitated the wide 

adoption of this technology [19,20], and the synthetic biology community and beyond have 

witnessed an explosion of new applications based on CRISPR/Cas9 [15,16]. For example, a 

nuclease-null variant of Cas9 (dCas9) has been fused to activator and repressor domains to 

generate designer transcription factors that can mediate constitutive expression (CRISPRa) 

or silencing (CRISPRi) of individual endogenous genes in various human cell types (Figure 

1A,B) [14–16,21–23•]. In addition, simultaneous co-expression of multiple sgRNAs can 

direct sustained activation of multiple target loci to trigger genetic scripts, such as the 

differentiation of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) or the conversion of fibroblasts into 
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neuronal cells [16,21,22]. To further fine-tune CRISPR/Cas9-based transcription regulation, 

Zalatan et al. extended conventional sgRNAs with docking sites for RNA-binding proteins to 

form scaffold RNAs that can mediate differential recruitment of activators and repressors to 

distinct target loci, further enhancing our ability to perturb and enact genetic programs [23•]. 

As an alternative to transcriptional control, Moore et al. demonstrated that the intensity and 

duration of gene expression after transient transfection can be tightly regulated by using a 

single plasmid to encode for the gene of interest (GOI) as well as CRISPR/Cas9 components 

that cleave the GOI [24]. This system ensures transience in gene expression and also enables 

gene-expression calibration by adjusting the protein stability as well as sgRNA/Cas9 

complex targeting affinity.

Additional Tools for Gene-Expression Regulation

Despite the rapid expansion of gene-regulatory devices based on CRISPR/Cas9, inducible 

promoters and transcription activators remain a dominant tool for mammalian gene- 

expression regulation [25–28]. Although cataloged inducible promoters are readily available 

in parts repositories, the vast majority utilizes a very limited set of core promoters, most 

commonly the minimal cytomegalovirus (minCMV) promoter. To better understand the 

range of gene expression intensity and inducibility achievable in mammalian cells, our group 

recently reported the systematic evaluation of a panel of eight mammalian core promoters 

[25]. By using a synthetic core promoter with significantly reduced basal expression and 

increased fold-induction compared to minCMV, we were able to engineer human T cells that 

specifically induce tumor-targeting chimeric antigen receptor expression under hypoxic 

conditions, which are characteristic of solid tumor microenvironments [25]. Synthetic 

biologists have long been interested in engineering Boolean-logic operators using inducible 

promoter systems [1,29], and recent studies have produced increasingly robust gene-

expression systems that can demonstrate precise in vivo spatiotemporal control actuated by 

diverse input signals (e.g., small-molecule ligands such as tetracycline as well as non-

molecular cues such as blue light) [26]. Boolean-logic operators can also be programmed by 

fusing dCas9 and activator or repressor domains to complementary pairs of chemically or 

optically inducible heterodimerization domains (Figure 1C,D) [27]. In the same vein, a split-

intein system was used to inducibly reconstitute transcription factors in response to DNA 

inputs [28•].

Post-transcriptional regulatory processes such as alternative splicing and RNA interference 

(RNAi) also offer unique opportunities for mammalian gene regulation. One example makes 

use of conditionally active “splice-switching” oligos that either hybridizes with pre-mRNA 

or becomes cleaved in the presence of light, thereby altering gene expression by masking or 

revealing splice sites, respectively [30]. Additional examples of RNA-based regulatory 

schemes include the use of four-way nucleic acid strand exchange to report intracellular 

mRNA levels [31], and the programming of ribozyme switches to exert cell-cycle control in 

response to the chemical ligand theophylline [32]. Furthermore, coupling a β-catenin–

binding RNA aptamer to microRNA (miRNA) targeted against a green fluorescent protein 

(GFP) mRNA construct has been shown to enable quantification of nuclear β-catenin 

concentrations [33]. Interestingly, a similar strategy can be employed in reverse to detect 

endogenous expression of miRNAs involved in cell development [34,35•]. By expressing an 
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mRNA targeted by miRNA-302a-5p, Parr et al. demonstrated the ability to sort or selectively 

eliminate undifferentiated human iPSCs from heterogeneous cell populations, on the basis of 

retained miR-302a-5p expression in undifferentiated cells [35].

Elucidating Genetic Interactions

Along with the diverse tools now available for precise genetic perturbations, next- 

generation sequencing technologies have empowered the interrogation of gene networks and 

complex signal-processing relationships in high-throughput fashion. Construction of 

multiplexed, barcoded CRISPR/Cas9 sgRNA libraries has rapidly evolved to allow 

combinatorial perturbations and the discovery of cooperative epigenetic modifications that 

play a role in oncogenesis [36]. Stockman et al. developed a multiplex strategy (MoSAIC) 

for assessing genetic interactions using CRISPR/Cas9, in which direct barcoding and 

pairwise assembly of sgRNAs occur in a single cloning step, further improving assembly 

efficiency and reducing potential library bias associated with multi-step construction 

methods [37]. Pooled functional and phenotypic screens of RNAi- and CRISPRi-treated 

cells have revealed the relative impact of individual genes in mediating diverse cell 

behaviors, including somatic cell reprogramming, the unfolded protein response, and 

immune cell activation (Figure 2) [38–42]. CRISPR-mediated perturbations can also be 

carried out in vivo to analyze genetic determinants of physiological immune responses. For 

example, by evaluating differences in gene expression between activated and dysfunctional 

tumor-infiltrating T cells, Singer et al. revealed distinct gene modules involved in T-cell 

activation vs. dysfunction, and further identified GATA-binding protein 3 (GATA3) as an 

important regulator of T-cell dysfunction [42•]. These findings may prove critical for 

streamlining therapeutic drug screens, as well as engineering more effective cell- based 

therapies.

Sensing, Recording, and Reprogramming Cellular Functions

In addition to performing genetic perturbations, the CRISPR/Cas9 system has also been 

repurposed to interrogate environmental cues and their interactions with mammalian cells. 

Perli et al. recently described mSCRIBE, a device that utilizes an adaptive, self-targeting 

sgRNA to convert molecular exposure to analog memory in the form of mutational load 

[43••]. By triggering expression of mSCRIBE in response to NF-κB activation, the 

researchers were able to record the duration of tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) 

exposure in vitro and lipopolysaccharide-induced inflammation in vivo [43••]. Utilizing a 

similar strategy, Kalhor et al. traced cell lineages by barcoding cells with arrays of self-

targeting sgRNAs that evolve into unique signatures that record the cumulative mutational 

history from prior cell generations [44]. More generally, greater understanding of 

programmed cellular responses to environmental cues is essential for engineering systems 

that interface robustly with physiological stimuli. For example, cell development and lineage 

commitment are heavily influenced by exposure to competing physicochemical signals from 

the local microenvironment. To study such signals, Sokolik et al. introduced a synthetic 

circuit encoding light-inducible expression of the neural differentiation factor Brain 2 (Brn2) 

into mouse embryonic stem cells to quantify the impact of fluctuations in environmental 

cues during cellular signal processing [45]. The cells demonstrated remarkable ability to 
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separate signals from noise, requiring a threshold signaling amplitude and duration in order 

to trigger differentiation into a neuronal phenotype [45]. By controlled manipulation or 

silencing of specific signaling pathways, iPSCs, progenitors, and fibroblasts can be 

reprogrammed to provide renewable sources of inflammation-resistant cartilage, insulin- 

secreting beta-like cells, and muscle cells for regenerative medicine [46–48].

The ability to reprogram individual cell behaviors can be further leveraged to engineer 

multicellular interactions and devices with greater computational power. Modular cell-

surface receptor technologies enable cells to sense extracellular inputs and communicate 

with novel outputs in autocrine or paracrine fashion [49–51]. For example, implementation 

of a modular extracellular sensor architecture rewired human T cells to secrete the 

immunostimulatory cytokine interleukin-2 in response to vascular endothelial growth factor, 

an extracellular protein with potent immunosuppressive effects in tumor microenvironments 

[51]. Naturally occurring intercellular communication modalities such as exosomes can also 

be repackaged and readdressed to exchange messages between cell populations [52]. 

Distinct responsibilities can also be assigned to different cells to enhance the signal 

processing speed of entire cell consortia. For example, using mammalian olfaction as a 

blueprint, Müller et al. developed a cell consortium that converts analog fragrance sensing to 

digitized reporter expression [53••]. These examples illustrate the vast potential of 

mammalian cells to process complex stimuli and instruct useful functions.

Designing Therapeutic Interventions

With the development of increasingly robust tools to detect and respond to physiological 

stimuli, the promise of mammalian synthetic biology is now being realized in personalized 

medicine. Many molecular determinants of disease can now be rapidly identified and 

targeted with the help of synthetic biological circuitry [54,55]. Furthermore, disease 

treatment using engineered cells has emerged as a particularly exciting application area in 

recent years [49,56,57]. In contrast to biochemical drugs, therapeutic cells are living agents, 

with the capacity to proliferate, adapt, and mediate sustained therapeutic benefit. Cell-based 

regulatory devices have been successfully engineered to act as closed-loop controllers for a 

wide array of therapeutic applications in vivo, including regulation of hepatocyte growth 

factor expression in response to bile-acid accumulation caused by drug-induced liver failure 

[54], insulin secretion for glycemic control [58], and suppression of thyroid-stimulating 

hormone receptor in Graves’ disease [59]. Although each of these systems functions in 

different disease states, they share similar design structures, highlighting the modularity of 

synthetic biology approaches to biological design.

Modular design principles have also contributed to the rapid rise of cell-based 

immunotherapy, particularly the use of T cells expressing chimeric antigen receptors 

(CARs). While CD19 CAR-T cell therapy has demonstrated curative potential in human 

patients with relapsed B-cell malignancies, challenges such as a lack of tumor-exclusive 

antigens and the possibility of tumor escape via loss of the targeted antigen currently limit 

the application of adoptive T-cell therapy as a front-line cancer-treatment option [55]. CARs 

traditionally utilize an antibody-derived single-chain variable fragment (scFv) to redirect T 

cells against target cells that express a cognate antigen. Several studies have demonstrated 
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the ability to fine-tune T-cell activation by incorporating additional scFv domains to program 

Boolean logic (Figure 3) [56,60,61]. As one example, our group developed an OR-gate CAR 

that prevents the mutational escape of malignant B cells in vivo by enabling T cells to 

recognize two pan—B-cell markers, CD19 and CD20 (Figure 3A,B) [56]. As an approach to 

increase tumor-targeting specificity, Roybal et al. described the design of synthetic Notch 

receptors that sequester transcription factors at the cell membrane until they encounter a 

cognate antigen. Antigen-binding triggers transcription-factor release and the expression of a 

CAR, which can subsequently trigger T-cell activation upon an encounter with a second 

antigen (Figure 3C–E) [57••]. In this manner, T-cell activation and cytotoxic outputs are 

subject to AND-gate logic and restricted to tissues that express both antigens, thus reducing 

off-tumor toxicity [57••].

Precision genome editing technologies are also being explored to treat debilitating and fatal 

genetic diseases including sickle-cell anemia and Duchenne muscular dystrophy [10,62]. 

Notably, CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene correction was able to partially rescue dystrophin 

expression in a postnatal DMD mouse model [10]. While concerns over potential off-target 

genome-editing effects are still under evaluation, the progression of genome-editing 

technologies presents renewed promise for gene therapy.

Conclusion

The rapid progression of mammalian synthetic biology can be traced to the development of 

enabling technologies that can probe, disrupt, and regulate gene expression with 

unprecedented scalability. In conjunction with advances in next-generation sequencing 

technologies, CRISPR/Cas9 has been a dominant driver in recent developments of new tools 

used to elucidate gene networks and pinpoint molecular determinants of cell physiology. 

New methodologies and tools may soon push the boundaries of high-throughput screening 

even further. For example, the Type V CRISPR-Cas Cpf1 system utilizes guide RNAs that 

are just 42 nucleotides long, a length that can be readily synthesized commercially [63]. 

Cpf1 also generates double-stranded breaks with 5’-overhangs, a feature that may enhance 

HDR efficiencies. Similarly, more efficient genome-editing strategies can improve cell-

device manufacturing processes and potentially reduce concerns around off-target genome 

modifications. The continued development of multicellular systems will further enable us to 

recapitulate and employ the computational power of cells to design living systems with 

diverse functional outputs. As mammalian synthetic biology comes of age, the increasing 

ease with which molecular and cellular interactions can be harnessed promises to drive our 

pursuit of biological understanding and therapeutic application to the next frontier.
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Highlights

• Mammalian synbio toolkit spans gene editing, protein engineering, and 

genetic circuitry

• design

• Genetic interactions can be interrogated in detail with CRISPR-based devices

• Novel synthetic proteins and genetic circuits can record, perturb, and 

reprogram cell

• functions

• Mammalian synbio is contributing to the emergence of cell-based therapy as a 

new pillar in medicine
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Figure 1. 
Modular CRISPR/dCas9 transcription factors mediate precise, constitutive or inducible 

activation or silencing of specific chromosomal loci. (A) Activator or (B) repressor domains 

fused to dCas9 trigger expression or silencing of targeted endogenous genes, respectively. 

(C) Heterodimerization domains recruit distinct activator domains in response to different 

optical or chemical stimuli, yielding OR-gate transcription activation. (D) Recruitment of a 

transcription activator domain to the target locus is dependent on simultaneous 

heterodimerization events, generating an AND-gate transcription response.
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Figure 2. 
High-throughput mapping of gene networks and epigenetic landscapes. Multiplexed 

CRISPRi and RNAi libraries can introduce precise genetic perturbations into mammalian 

cells in high-throughput fashion. Pooled phenotypic and functional screens can subsequently 

identify key genetic modules and interactions.
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Figure 3. 
Synthetic receptor systems enable T cells to interrogate target cells with Boolean logic, thus 

preventing tumor escape and reducing off-tumor toxicity. (A) Tumor heterogeneity and 

selective loss of target antigen can lead to tumor cells that escape detection by single-input 

CAR-T cells. (B) A bi-specific, OR-gate CAR construct containing two scFvs enables T 

cells to target tumor cells that retain either of two target antigens, thus lowering the 

probability of tumor escape. (C) Single-input CAR-T cells may trigger off-tumor toxicity 

against healthy tissues that express the target antigen at low basal levels. (D) A synthetic 

Notch receptor releases a transcription factor that drives CAR expression in response to 

target-antigen encounter. CAR activation then triggers the T cell to lyse tumor cells that also 

express a second target antigen. (E) Since the synthetic Notch receptor cannot trigger T-cell 

activation or cytotoxicity on its own, normal cells that express either, but not both, of the 

target antigens are protected from CAR-T cell-mediated toxicity.
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